IPI Diversity Comm mtg minutes  2.22.2019
Patrizia Pallaro, Chair
Present: Norma Caruso, Linda Hopkins, Andi Pilecki
Absent: Chris, Dio

Agenda
- Approval of Nov 2018 mtg mins
- Committee welcomes Dio
- Norma’s faculty status
- Addition to evaluation on Diversity
- Sexuality and gender conf  2019-2020
- New business

Discussion

Sept 21, 2018 minutes approved

Committee welcomes Dio

Norma’s faculty status has changed to "semi-retired" faculty. See attached explanation of different faculty statuses.

Addition to programs' evaluation on Diversity
The Diversity committee is seeking to enhance our community's learning and understanding of cultural, racial, ethnic, socioeconomic, and gender differences as they unfold in the analytic process. Please make suggestions for specific recommendations in terms of readings, speakers, and topics.
Sentence has been added to evals

Sexuality and gender conf  2019-2020
Committee will be involved
Someone from Committee can co-chair. Volunteers?

New business
Institution of "movie night"
at wknd conferences was discussed. Additional CEs could be offered. Possible issues: 1) who would do the research into what movie would go with the topic of the conf  2) which faculty would volunteer to be in charge of this offering  3) authorization to show movie for educational purposes needs to be obtained.

Psychoanalysis and class conference
Good idea. Who can do some research on this topic?

Next Mtg  June 28, 2019 @ 12:00 noon